Climate Action Plans have added and expanded corporate agencies to "enforce" GHG reduction policies on everyone.

**Partial list of CAP requirements below:**

- Require replacement of older electric appliances with Energy Star Appliances - where Energy Star appliances were not already in place
- Heat and Air (HVAC) systems, hot water heaters, kitchen and bath exhaust fans are all to be Energy Star-rated. Get rid of your gasoline-powered lawn tools and lawns
- In-Home Required Energy Audits - D.O.E. to Hire Assessors
- Energy loans to retrofit vary in terms and conditions, but must be collateralized against your property - increasing property taxes
- Require energy upgrades upon sale of properties
- Replace (Demolish) outdated buildings with new, more efficient buildings

**ENERGY STAR Resources**

Partnering with ICLEI / UN and the EPA

Under the Guise of Local Governments for Sustainability

USA/GLOBAL

Form student and volunteer patrols to participate in surveying the community and report energy inefficiencies - enlist the Sierra Club, etc.

Develop an End-of-Life Plan for all City Equipment

Develop an implementation plan to require solar energy systems on buildings

Monitor all water consumption with real-time data monitoring (Smart Meters)

Encourage purchasing of Renewable Energy Credits which can be purchased to "offset" dirty energy production within the national electricity grid

City codes will be adjusted as necessary to meet the CAP target dates and allow for more energy efficiency codes and enforcement (REACH CODES) OUR NOTE: Targets will not be met - this is all based upon false science . . . These codes will identify buildings that are unsustainable and should be replaced with new efficient green buildings . Energy code violators tracked in data bases.

Businesses can also purchase Renewal Energy Credits to "offset" greenhouse gas emissions from specific portfolio items such as travel and events, or to offset their entire fossil fuel energy demand (including transportation). Note: Simply defined this is the purchasing and selling of air

Create an awards program for behavior changes and give public recognition to participants and to winners

Identify larger energy users and target them using census tracts (regions by zipcode), County Tax Assessors database for buildings by square footage and seek significant reductions in citywide greenhouse gas emissions by targeting the largest energy consumers

Reduce commuter travel footprints - encourage residents to track and reduce their individual transportation footprints - change commuting behavior

Car Free Fridays Programs to increase significantly in scale - over time

Enforce anti-idling laws/maximum 5 minutes - since these laws are difficult to enforce it is recommended that community members and public interest groups help to report violators - First a warning; second a $100. penalty; third a $500. penalty and any subsequent offenses - Keep the reporting phone number handy NOTE: Pittsburgh, PA. - CAP - Appendix D - Transportation - Don't idle your car more than 20 seconds . . .

Green Lease Training for both Tenants and Owners - structure leases to incentivize sustainable improvements to buildings where owners and tenants share in the cost - traditional leases frequently act as roadblocks toward building efficiency improvements because tenants pay the utility costs, landlords own the building and are responsible for building improvements - landlords have little incentives to upgrade their buildings (a note: other CAP plans will "require" owners to retrofit by making annual renewals of business applications contingent upon verifying energy efficient retrofitting has been completed)

- Promote less energy intensive food
- Advocate for meatless Mondays as a strategy to cut individual emissions. Organize and work with dining centers and participate in this global program. Campaign for Meatless Mondays in city schools.
- Increase Urban/City Farming, since rural farms and ranches are considered sprawl, unsustainable and must be restored to forests or other natural habitats. Urban agriculture relies on minimal mechanization because plots are usually small, requiring less fuel. When farming is performed on small plots of land, urban agriculture requires rotational farming practices that maintain the soil's ability to store carbon that helps mitigate climate change. Grow your own food - backyard gardening, raised bed gardening, rooftop gardening or container gardening.

**MANY OF THE NEW GREEN ECONOMY JOBS Are to Enforce Lawless Corporate Statutes**
Climate Action Plans
"Controlling All People"
Massive Wealth Redistribution by the Corporate Structure

The following is a sample of many note worthy targeted goals in the Pittsburgh, PA. Climate Action Plan, and is representative of other plans in your towns. All Climate Action Plans require reduced greenhouse gas emissions according to the United Nations ICLEI Climate Action Plan Template; stating - GHG reduction targets of 17-20% below 2005 levels by 2020. And almost all plans recommend a reduction of 80% GHG by 2050. Some Climate Action Plans have aggressive GRIP = Greenhouse Reduction Implementation Programs targets. For example, Santa Rosa, in Sonoma County, Northern California targets are 25% GHG below 1990 level by 2015. This means Santa Rosa will be forcing all community members to comply with the harsh requirements of energy retrofitting. This will increase a persons debt to pay for and comply with the required retrofitting of gas appliances and equipment resulting from energy audits.

If you need more of an explanation, please go to www.StopTheCrime.net and listen to several of the radio shows where we discuss these plans in greater detail and how they will affect you.

This is an extremely important admission by the American National Standards Institute - “ANSI plays an important role in creating international standards that support the worldwide sale of products, which ‘prevent’ regions from using local standards to favor local industries.”

The planet requires C02 in order to sustain all life. Ask yourself why corporate government agencies are falsely telling us increased C02 levels are causing climate change when C02 is not? We are being deceived and misinformed by blindly accepting dangerous policies through our lack of knowledge of the facts. Our belief that our representatives would not harm us is simply not TRUE. These Climate Actions Plans enslave all people in every city, globally, by reducing resource availability, water, food, shelter, energy, and land use by requiring the largest "forced" relocation of the populations into dense cities - called smart growth. This is known as the Wildlands Project. The CAP further requires the deployment of the Smart Grid/Smart Meters in all homes and businesses for monitoring and tracking - all under the stated goal to "control" and reduce climate change . . . Everyone will be "forced" to replace all their inefficient appliances and equipment with Energy Star-rated ELECTRIC appliances and equipment. Gas is no longer a sustainable energy resource and all gas appliances and equipment are being eliminated. Our reality has been flipped into a made-up, virtual reality where our history has been rewritten and our futures are being destroyed. Most people are unaware that they now live in a false, controlled world . . to verify this read the NASA War Plan, page 12 and 13, located on www.StopTheCrime.net

The partial Climate Action Plan Targeted Goals being implemented NOW not only in Pittsburgh, PA., but in YOUR town RIGHT NOW:

The Climate Action Plans are based upon false science . . . intentionally created to allow further international corporate controls over all our lives . . Most important to Watch "The Iron Mountain Report" documentary or read the actual document on www.StopTheCrime.net. JFK warned us ten days before he was assassinated about a monolithic ruthless conspiracy. We did not listen or believe his words . . the Iron Mountain Report was commissioned during JFK's presidency and completed after his death. . The report was given to Pres. Johnson who immediately said this is not to be given to the people. A whistle-blower released the Iron Mountain Report and the government immediately said it was a HOAX. It was NOT a HOAX . .

Before we continue you must understand the CAP indicates we must eliminate our reliance on Fossil fuels. Lets set the record straight, petroleum does NOT come from fossils . . Look at the YouTube "The Origins of Oil - Falsely Defined in 1892" . . by Col Fletcher Prouty.

Reducing GHG, greenhouse gas also known as your carbon footprint, will NOT prevent climate change . . In fact even if we eliminated 100% of C02 emissions we would have no effect climate change . .

Look at the acknowledgements in the Climate Action Plans and you will note lists of corporations, alliance groups, nonprofits, universities, utilities, solar companies, and green energy companies that will make enormous profits by supporting these plans. Understand the corporate structure is rewriting the local business model in all our towns and cities across the nation to centralize control of markets and manufacturing, and by changing our physical-infrastructure and blending it with cyber-infrastructure where computer, networks and sensors control your lives in every way.

All the plans are built upon the false science of Global Warming and Climate Change. The plans list the threats of weather related disasters that will affect all our lives to the extent there will be increasing deaths and mental illness, along with sea level rising, stronger storm events, increasing droughts, and all types of weather related disasters . . Remember, we know the weather is deliberately manipulated. Governments admit to geoengineering programs that are deliberate and large-scale manipulations of the Earth's climate . . In the Executive summary of the Pittsburgh, PA... CAP they warn of short, medium, and long term consequences for the economy, the environment, and society. Locally, Pittsburgh, PA., will experience a variety of climate-related effects including higher prices and shortages of basic goods, higher susceptibility to flooding, increased public expenditures from increased responses to extreme weather events and higher rates of infectious diseases and heat-related illnesses.

www.StopTheCrime.net